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DELAY TIME ANALYSIS IN MULTI-MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEMS 
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NEC Corporation, Tokyo, Japan 

ABSTRACT 

The paper analyzes a discrete time traffic 
model with bulk arrived pre-emptive priority jobs 
and non-priority jobs. The unit of time in this 
traffic model is called "quantum". Taken the 
quantum to be short enough compared with the mean 
job processing time, this traffic model could be 
applied to real systems, i.e., to the model with 
continuous time distributions. The generating 
functions of job back-logs are used to derive the 
mean waiting time and mean sojourn time. The 
formulas are applied to the multi-microprocessor 
systems which have several processors and a common 
memory. The theoritical results show good accord
ance with simulations. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

with the recent progress in LSI technology, 
microprocessors are widely introduced into 
communication fields. Multi-microprocessor 
systems are sometimes used to increase processor's 
capacity and to realze modular configuration of 
the systems. Some systems employ a common memory 
with which inter-processor communications are 
carried out. To calculate the mean waiting time 
in each processor, it is required to solve the 
problem how to treat the access time to the common 
memory. 

In this paper we treat the access time as an 
extension of processing time, i.e., as a part of 
processing time. The single processor traffic 
model with clock interruptions and two (or more) 
priority jobs has been analyzed. (1) (2) The paper 
(1) assumes the convolution of a unit distribution 
and a exponential distribution for high priority 
job processing time and a exponential distribution 
for low priority jobs. The paper (2) assumes a 
unit distribution for the "empty load period", 
i.e., priority job, and a gamma distribution for 
non-priority jobs. Our model assumes general but 
discrete distributions for priority and non-pri
ority job processing times. 

In section 2, the multi-microprocessor system 
considered here is briefly described and the 
traffic model and related notations are given. 
In section 3, the traffic model is analyzed using 
generating functions to derive the mean waiting 
time and mean sojourn time. Some results of 
numerical calculations are shown and compared 
with sirnulations in section 4. Section 5 gives 

an application of results to a multi-micro
processor system. 

2. MODEL AND NOTATIONS 

In the considered multi-microprocessor system, 
each processor has own exclusive local memory and 
is connected to a communication bus. A common 
memory is also connected with the communication 
bus. Communications among processors are carried 
out via common memory using transactions. Each 
processor has periodical clock interruptions which 
interrupt the execution of non-priority jobs and 
start the execution of priority jobs. 

When a processor becomes ready to accept a new 
non-priority job, the processor tries to read a 
transaction on the common memory via communication 
bus. After processing the transaction,the pro
cessor stores it to the common memory. The pro
cessing time of non-priority jobs consists of five 
elements; original processing time, transaction 
read/write time, and waiting time for the trans
action read/write time. In the following analysis 
each element is not discussed individually but 
treated as a whole, i.e., the processing time of 
non-priority jobs. 

For the queuing system to be considered in the 
pape~we introduce the following assumptions and 
notations. 

(1) There are pre-emptive priority jobs and non
priority jobs. 

(2) The unit of time in this traffic model is 
called a "quantum" which is a constant period 

of time. Taken the quantum to be short enough 
compared with mean job processing time, the 
traffic model could be applied to real systems, 
i.e., to the model with continuous time dis
tributions. 

(3) The priority jobs arrive at every N-quantums 
(at time to in Figure 1) while the non

priority jobs at every quantum (at time to to 
t N- l in Figure 1). 
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Fig. 1 Arrival Time Point of Jobs 

(4) ·There is a server which processes the queued 
jobs according to their priorities. The 

capacity of the queues is infinite. 

(5) The random service discipline is assumed for 
the same priority jobs arrived at the same 

time point, while the FeFS discipline for the same 
priority jobs arrived at different time points. 

(6) nh' Nh(X): Random variable and generating 
function of a number of priority 
jobs arrived at time to. 

bh , Bh(X): Random variable and generating 
function of a number of quantums 
required to process a priority job 
(holding time of priority . job.) 

fh' Fh(X): Random variable and generating 
function of quantums required to 
process total priority jobs 
arrived at time to. 

ne' Ne(Y): ]Random variables and generating 
functions of non-priority jobs 

be' Be(Y): arrived at time ti' correspond-

fe,i' F . (Y). ing to nh' Nh(X), b h , Bh(X), 
e,l . fh' Fh(X) respectively. 

Vh,i: Random variable of priority 
job back-logs at time t i . 

Ve,i: Random variable of non-priority 
job back-logs at t i • 

Vi(X,Y): Generating function of job back
logs at time t i . 

(7) We assume 

P = fh/N + fe < 1 

Where fh and fe are the means of fh and fe 
respectively. 

3. ANALYSIS 

3.1 Job Back-Logs 

There are following relations between job 
back-logs at consecutive time points ti+l and ti. 

Vh,1=Vh ,O+fh -1+0h,0 

Vh,i+l=Vh,i-l+Oh,i for 

where oh,i=O for Vh,i+fh >0 

=1 for Vh,i+fh =0 

i=1,2, .. ,N-l ) 

(3.1) 
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ve,i+l=ve,i+fe,i+Oh,i·(Oe,i-l) 

where 0e,i=O for Ve,i+fe,i>O 1 (3.2) 

=1 for Ve,i+fe,i= 0 

We get equation (3.3) by some deductions of 
equations (3.1) and (3.2). 

1 
Vi (X,Y)=Ko(Y)+x.Fh(X) .Fe,o(Y) .Vo(X,Y) 

1 
Vi+l(X,Y)=Ki(Y)~e,i(Y) .Vi(X,Y) 

for i=l,2, ..• ,N-l 
III 

where Ko (Y) = (l--)-Po - (- --) .a·Fe,o (Y) .Vo (0, y) (3.3) 
lY lXl 

Ki (Y)= (l-yrPi - (x-y)·F e,i (Y) . Vi (0, Y) 

a=Pr(fh=O) 

Po=Pr (Vh,o+Ve ,0+fh+fe,0=O 

Pi=Pr(Vh,i+Ve,i+fe,i=O) 

using relations V (X,Y)=VN(X,Y) and Fe,i(Y)=Fe(Y) 
for all i, it is ~ound that 

N-l r X )j 
X·Fe(y)N-lj~o\Fe(Y) Kj(Y) 

Vo(X,Y) N N (3.4) 
X -Fe (Y) ·Fh (X) 

The equation (3.4) contains unknowns Pi and 
Vi(O,Y) (i=O,1,2 ... N-l), which are determined 
using regurarity of Vo(X,Y) in a unit circle 
as shown below. 

Let X=Y to determine the unknowns Pi' and 
let roots of denominator of (3.4) be Yi(i=O,l,2, 
... N-l), which are numerically calculated. Let 
Xo=l because "1" is always a root of denominator. 
Equation (3.5) is derived from the condition that 
Vo(l,l)=l and that Y{'s are also the roots of 
numerator. 

N-l 
[ 

j=O 
P j =N· (l-P) 

N-l 
[ (ak)j.p)·=o for K=1,2, .. ,N-l 

j=O 

where aK=YK/Fe(YK) 

The following relations which are used later are 
obtained by solving (3.5). 

N-l N-l 
[ j.Pj=N.(l-p) .. [ _1_ 

j=l )=1 l-aj (3.6) 

N· (1-p) i+1 
P.= N-l . ~(-l~ ajl·aj2···ajN_l_j 

1 7T (I-a) ()l- )N-l-i) 
K=l K 

Next let XK (Y) be the root of denominator of 
(3.4) for any IYI<l to determine the unknowns 
Vi(O,Y). Equation (3.7) is derived from the 
condition thatXK(Y)'S are also the roots of 
numerator. 

(K=O,l,2, ... ,N-l) (3.7) 

(1-Y).XK(Y) N~l 
where BK= XK(Y)-Y j=O Pj·yKj 

YK=XK(Y)/Fe(Y) 
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The first equation of (3.7) can be rewritten as 

N-l 
L T

J
. (O,y)yKj = SK,(K=0,1,2, ... ,N-l) 

j=O 

where To(O,Y)=a·Fe(Y).Vo(O,Y) 

Tj (O,Y)=Fe(Y) .Vj (O,Y),(j=1,2, ... ,N-l) 

And Tm(O,Y) is obtained by solving (3.8). 

L ajl····ajN-l-m 

T (y)=Nil(_l)N-l+m.
S

" (h-jN-l-m)~i 
m i=O 1 1T 

~i (ai -aj) 

0::;;: j::;;: N-l 
Finally we get 

(3.9) 

X.Fe(y)N-l N-l 1 1 1 
Vo (X, Y) . L ((l--)'P, - (-- - )·T . (Y) ) • 

XN-Fe(y)N.Fh(X) J=O Y J X Y J 

(Fe~y»)j (3.10) 

Mean back-logs of priority and non-priority 
jobs at time to' Vh,o and Ve,o are obtained by 
differentiating Vo(X,l) and Vo(l,Y) and by sub
stituting value "1" into X and Y respectively. 
The formulas of Vh,o and Ve,o are shown in Appen
dix 1. 

3.2 Waiting Time 

The waiting time, Wh ' of a priority job is 
the sum of back-logs Vh,o and total holding time, 
jh, of priority jobs which arrive at the same time 
point and are put in front of the job considered. 
The generating functions of jh and Wh are found 
that 

1 K-l 

} Jh(X)= L Pr (nh=K) .- L Bh(X)m 
K=l K m=O (3.11) 

Wh(X)=Vo(X,Y)'Jh(X) 

And the means of jh and Wh are 

fh be 
. (I-Pr (nh=o) ) } jh= 2'"- 2 

(3.12) 

Wh=Vh,o+jh 

Next we consider the total holding time, ui' 
of non-priority jobs which are put in front of a 
non-priority job arrived at time tie The ui is 
the sum of back-logs vh,i+ve,i and the total hold
ing time je of non-priority jobs arrived at the 
same time point ti which are put in front of the 
job considered. 

The generating functions of je and ui are 
respectively; 

k-l 

} 
Je(Y)=K,gl Pr(ne=K) . 1. L Be(y)m 

K m=O 

Uo(Y)=Vo(Y,y) ·Fh(Y)·Je(Y) (3.13) 

Ui(Y)=Vi(Y'Y) ·Je(Y~(i=1,2, ... N-l) 

And the means of je and ui are 

fe be 
. (I-Pr (ne=O) 

I je= 2'"- 2 (3.14) 
uo=vh,o+ve,o+rh+Je 

ui=vh,i +ve,i +Je (i=1,2, .. N-I) 
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The mean of ui is 

_ 1 N-l fh ~ 1 N-l 
u=- L u·=--+J +- L (vh,i+ve,l') 

N i=O 1 N e N i=O 
(3.15) 

More detail expression of u is shown in 
Appendix 2. The mean waiting time we of non
priority jobs is the sum of u and the increase by 
priority job interruptions. 

v---r' (l-P) (3.16) 
we=u + e ,0 • f, 

T .N h e 
where p is Pr ~velo=O). and r is the mean residual 
life of non prlorlty Jobs. 

3.3 Sojourn Time of Non-priority Job 

The mean sojourn time of non-priority jobs 
se is the sum of the mean waiting time we' the 
mean holding time De and the incurease by priority 
job interruptions. 

(l-p) .fh 
N'>" 

(3.17) 

where>.. is the arrival rate of non-priority jobs. 

4. SOME EXAMPLES 

The following parameters and distributions 
are used to show the examples of numerical calcu
lations. The length of a quantum is 25 micro
seconds. 

(1) The cycle of priority job arrival is four 
ms., i.e., N=160. 

(2) The convolution of a unit distribution and a 
geometrical distribution is assumed for the 

priority job holding time with generating func
tion; 

Bh(X)=p.x21/(l-qx) 

(3) One priority job arrives at every N quantums. 

(4) The number of non-priority jobs arrived at a 
time point follows a Poisson distribution. 

Figure 2 shows the mean waiting and sojourn time 
of non-priority jobs with a geometrical holding 
time distribution. Figure 3 shows for non-prior
ity jobs with a unit holding time distribution. 

The simulations are carried out for corre
sponding cases with continuous time distribu
tions, i.e., using a negative exponential dis
tribution instead of a geometrical distribu~on 
and so forth. The theoritical values give good 
accordance with simulations. 

5. APPLICATION TO MULTI-MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEM 

The mean waiting time and sojourn time of 'the 
multi-microprocessor model described in section 2 
are evaluated using the theoritical results shown 
in section 3. A Pascal distribution is used as a 
holding time distribution of non-priority jobs 
which includes original processing time, trans-
action read/write time and waiting time of the 
read/write time. A M(N)/M/l model is used to 
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determine the mean waiting time of transaction 
read/write time. 

In the corresponding simulations, negative 
exponential distributions are used for the orig
inal processing time with mean 500 microseconds 
and for the transaction read/write time with mean 
200 microseconds each. Figure 4 shows theoritical 
and simulation results. The theoritical values 
give good approximations. 
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Fig. 2 waiting Time and Sojourn Time 
(Geometrical Distribution for 
Non-Priority Jobs) 
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6. CONCLUSION 

The paper has analyzed the discrete traffic 
model with bulk arrived pre-e~ptive priority jobs 
and non-priority jobs. Formulas of mean waiting 
time and sojourn time are derived using generating 
functions of job-back-logs. Some numerical cal
culation results are compared with simulations 
which show good accordance. Further the formulas 
are applied to a multi-microprocessor system. 
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APPENDIX 1. 

vh.o= 1 {2· (N-1HN-fh ) -N2+N+Fh "} 
2· (N-fh) 

N-l 
+ ~ Xk(l) 

k=l l-Xk(l) 

1 - - N-l 1 } Fe" . 
Ve,o= N"fe {S'o-fh·fe·k~ll-Xk(l) -1- 2.f

e 
where 

N-l 

So'=So'(l)= 2.(1_~0'(1)){2.(X'0(1)j~O Pj 

fh f N-l -
+ ~ ~ j.p·+X"o(l)· (N-fh )} 

N-f j=O ] 
h 

Xo' (l)=N·re/(N-rh) 

Xo"(1)={N.Fe"+2·fh·fe·Xo' (l)+Xo ' (1)2. (Fh "

(l-l/N) ·fh~}/(N-fh) 

APPENDIX 2 
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Summary of Questions/Answers 

Date: 09 June 1983 
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Paper: 5 

Q.1 Werner Bux '" 

How complex is the numerical evaluat~on of your solution; 
in particular, if a very small quantum-relative to the 
service times - is used? I 

A.l S. Satom 
.. 

In tne example shown in the paper, ratio of holding time ' to 
quantam is 20. For this case calculation time is less 
than several -seconds for one point. 

If the ratio is very great, for example more than 100, 
the problem would not be "the calculation time", but 
how to separate the roots of denomin~tion of functional 
Equation (3.4),. 

The gener~l and efficient method to find out the all roots 
of this type of equation ~s not known. 
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